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Introduction 
 
 
Prisons are much more complicated places than they seem to those on the 
outside.  Prisons are worlds unto themselves, with good people and bad 
people, moments of joy and moments of sadness.  
 
I went to teach in prisons because I believe in redemption, I believe in 
forgiveness, I believe in healing.  
 
A prison classroom is an amazing place.  As a teacher, I have never felt 
as appreciated as I have in a prison classroom.  These students are 
grateful for anyone who takes the time to come behind the walls and treat 
them like normal people.  
 
Many people assume that prisoners are animals.  That they are pure evil 
locked away until they die.  While there are prisoners who may fit this 
description, the ones I have dealt with in the prison classroom could not 
be further from this assumption.  The prison classroom was a place of 
mutual support, appreciation, redemption and growth.  
 
Finding your way to prison is not like we might imagine.  These people 
are not heartless lifetime criminals.  Many made one poor decision.  I 
often relay this one math student who told me about how he came to be 
locked up for fifteen years.  He was nineteen and home in the Bronx 
from his first semester at college.  While home his sister told him that 
their father abused her sexually when she was a young girl.  He flipped 
out.  He grabbed a baseball bat and beat his dad.  His dad ended up dying 
and now he is in jail for murder.  
 
Some of these guys are truly remarkable, because they have decided to 
be a positive force in a place that can be one of the most depressing 
locales in the world.  
 
I began by teaching math and then I moved over to the Monday Night 
Poetry workshop.  That workshop, founded over a dozen years ago by 
inmate Jalil Muntaqin and civilian Pat Schwartz is a very special scene.  
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The general flow of the workshop is that we take turns coming to the 
front of class reciting our poems.  Many of the poems in this collection 
are meant to be performed aloud.  I encourage you to read them aloud 
and picture yourself in a prison classroom at Auburn Prison.  
 
 
      Douglas Krisch 
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Cream without Coffee 
By C.R.E.E.D. 
 
 
Swinging and swaying 
to and fro 
to tunes of inner city Blues 
on an iron horse snaking beneath 
the concrete jungle. 
I was making heavenly jazz 
with my Earth Angel  
with no instruments 
but the harps of our hearts, 
oblivious to the audience 
my soul crooned 
love tunes all felt but none heard. 
They saw notes float from mahogany eyes 
into indigo windows, sensed vibrations 
of purple heart palpitations 
zip from tips of Ebony 
to tingle nips of Ivory in the harmony 
of baby grand’s twinkling keys. 
 
Romance danced in the air  
with the sweet erotic taste 
of exotic chocolata 
and veganic vanilla, 
some stuck out tongues 
to savor flavors of organic soulmates, 
some closed eyes and remembered songs 
only lovers sang, 
some look but couldn’t see  
the beauty of cosmic unity, 
and others saw but misoverstood the truth 
of mystic honesty, 
like the sister 
who glared with a stare 
that screamed 
I betrayed she 
for sipping cream  
with no coffee. 
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Revolution Report 
By Jham 
 
 
Tubular bells sound 
prepare for war 
144,000 gods & earths attack 
baring swords 
hordes, grouped by scores, of Thesbian and Nubian descendents 
fight with persistent precision that’s unrelenting 
seeking repentance for the stolen freedoms 
that they’ve ceded so freely 
mentally regurgitating nugatory doctrines 
that they’ve eaten & grown queasy 
while widowed willows weep 
grieving its dethroned seedling 
leaving old earths cold 
clutching the Torah over their sons while in mourning 
for the dark in the hearts of forty lost knights 
are tempted by the sun in the morning 
joining the brotherhood of thugs 
when young, sworn in 
drawn in by the slums they were born in 
watched over by old man Lucifer, who stands on the block 
looking smug,  pouring gin 
his taloned fingertips are loosie-burnt 
schooling a youth to drop out 
to get high is to be cool he learns 
but this young, fresh man saw cornbread crumble at Hard Knock High 
so he goes back to school, he’s Coolie-learnt 
hoodied and Timbs-wearing ghetto apostles, warriors of righteousness 
Strive for absolution for past aberrations 
and the present’s strength gains wisdom 
due to its fusion with past generations 
henceforth, smelting a new future 
So, how will you shape it? 
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From One Prison to the Next 
By Douglas Krisch 
 
 
That which flows through me now has flowed through me before.  These 
mental creeks flood often.  
 
Today’s creek continues to rise.  In a few hours I will take the 
crepuscular rolling journey up north.  Just me and the frozen undulations, 
the silos, the old red barns.  Just me riding along in this twenty year old 
horseless carriage.  Just me driving along to the historic town of Auburn, 
to New York’s oldest prison. 
 
Hours before my journey, I sit and I write.  I tumble in the currents of my 
own head, looking forward to seeing these guys again – so wonderfully 
pleased to no longer have to waste my time with math class when we 
have much more essential issues to tackle – we got knowledge to drop.   
 
And this dropping will go down within the venue of the Monday night 
poetry workshop.  Fifteen or so of us taking turns standing up and 
presenting our words,  
our thoughts, syllables and rhythm,  
speaking with slang and soul,  
dancing with words, moving to beats,  
the crests and troughs of up-beat, down-beat,  
of bass and snare, of silence and song, of words and … 
 
I will stand and read my piece – The Weather of the Mind.  But most of 
the time I will listen and learn, for I am a student here.  We all are.  This 
is Hesse’s Castalia, this is our glass bead game, this is a gathering of our 
culture’s hidden masters.  
 
As a visitor I simply move from one prison to the next.  I pass through 
the doors of Auburn and I leave the prison of incessant distractions 
behind and enter the prison where the residents are forced to face their 
minds, their demons, their gods, their devils.  And just like most out in 
the larger prison, some behind these cement walls find ways to distract 
from their selves.  But what I have found in my years of visiting prisons 
is this one simple yet powerful fact:  the average prisoner knows 
themselves much more intimately than the average civilian.   
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And the guys in the poetry workshop,  
the Urban Monks of Auburn,  
they transform injury into opportunity.   
 
They turn hours of self-knowledge into images and words,  
they create and inhabit landscapes that many on the outside will fail to 
notice,  
will fail to explore -  
despite  
their apparent freedom.  
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The 50-foot Wall Guider 
By Robert Amos Murtha III 
 
 
(Born Guidance) God given care taker. 
Birthed to be learned, guided, to learn guidance, 
then to become the guide. 
 
Wise man wisdom I was given. 
All good pieces of knowledge from  
many races of man I obtained. 
(Self made – Self Reliant) 
 
Yet our government is a sham!  
So I find myself where I am. 
 
Set up as a statistic of the poor, 
by a government that’s sick  
and twisted. 
 
Though gifted, a threat, just as 
those who are shining stars. 
A light in this dark. 
 
(So I won’t stop to the caskets dropped) 
 
Now forced to be the Fifty Foot Wall Guider, 
the provider, the rider. 
Understanding for all generations, 
for meaning. 
 
Rider, doing all that must be done. 
Sufficiently or unorthodoxly handling the business.  
Paying the cost! 
The midnight rider. 
The guiding guidance hast elevated higher. 
 
His job unfortunately made mission impossible. 
Family guiding now diligently  
made to bound fifty foot walls  
of entrapment. 
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Being no stopping the Lord’s guider. 
Pain, blood, and tears, 
always for them have been near. 
Now his smear,  
fall and fell on hundred year old torment  
grounds of re-renovated floors.  
Built back up from re-renovated ancient  
native tribe resting places. 
Where the souls said 
kept by crows  
lie in Gods growth  
when they don’t fly. 
 
Maybe – Why? 
 
We and us, in love, of family, those 
close and what matters most. 
 
What’s right and true, it is inside 
of the holy heart. 
I know it an now tell it to you! 
 
 


